Seizures with clonazepam: discontinuation and suggestions for safe discontinuation rates in children.
Clinical characteristics of clonazepam (CZP) discontinuation seizures were clarified from 17 patients who developed seizure exacerbation after rapid discontinuation, including abrupt discontinuation, reduction, or replacement with nitrazepam (NZP). Safe discontinuation rates of CZP were estimated by comparing these patients with 23 patients without CZP discontinuation seizures. The seizures consisted of status epilepticus or frequent attacks of generalized tonic-clonic seizures (GTC) or non-GTC, and the first attack of GTC. Incidence did not differ significantly between CZP-effective cases and CZP-ineffective cases at discontinuation. The reasons for abrupt discontinuation included adverse effects, insufficient efficacy, difficulty in taking CZP owing to pneumonia, or carelessness of the doctors or the families. Seizure exacerbation occurred 1-6 days after CZP discontinuation. Most of the problems improved with readministration of the original or smaller dosages of CZP or of NZP in an amount threefold or more greater than the original CZP dose. Safe discontinuation rates were estimated to be < or = 0.04 mg/kg for abrupt discontinuation, < or = 0.04 mg/kg/week for reduction, and replacement with NZP of 2.5 or more times the original amount of CZP. These safe discontinuation rates were prospectively confirmed by 84 cases of CZP discontinuation in 54 other patients, and no seizure exacerbation occurred with these discontinuation rates.